Department of Computer Science & Technology

Virtual tour of the William Gates Building and the surrounding area
The ‘Street’ – Large central corridor
often used for functions, industrial fairs, etc.

Hall of Fame
A list of all the companies started by
Computer Laboratory graduates and staff
(Currently 241)
Lecture Theatre
The MPhil Practical Lab
A couple of our MPhil Teaching Classrooms
PhD Student Offices

Some offices accommodate a large group of students whilst other smaller rooms have between 2 - 5 students.
Champagne Bottles!

Each one represents a successfully completed PhD in the Systems Research Group. They are all signed!
The Café
Open 09:30-16:00 Monday to Friday
Communal places to relax and work
Time to Relax!

Courtyard

Games room
Outside the William Gates Building
The Bike Shed

A bike is a popular means of transport for getting around Cambridge!
Around the William Gates Building

Sainsbury’s Supermarket and ATM at nearby Eddington

Bus stops outside WGB
Thank you for taking our Virtual Tour